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ABSTRACT: Salt-concentrated electrolytes offer properties beyond
conventional dilute electrolytes yet suffer from high cost and viscosity
which hinder their practical applications. Introducing a secondary solvent
as a diluent could reduce the salt content while maintaining the local
solution structure of salt-concentrated electrolytes, giving rise to localized
high-concentration electrolytes (LHCEs). Through a comprehensive
investigation involving over 500 samples, we find that the dielectric
constant of solvent, a widely used parameter for electrolyte design, does
not serve as a useful screening criterion for diluents; instead, donor
number (DN) is an effective design parameter to achieve LHCE
structure�i.e., the primary solvent must have DN > 10 and the diluent
must have DN ≤ 10. Based on this simple rule, a new LHCE using low-
cost m-fluorotoluene diluent is formulated, enabling high-voltage (>4.6
V) and wide-temperature (−40−100 °C) operation of lithium batteries.

Lithium-ion batteries, powering various portable elec-
tronics and electrically driven modes of transportation,
are ubiquitous in our life, yet they are still far from an

ideal energy storage device that meets the requirements of the
ongoing, fast-developing mobile revolution due to their
insufficient energy density and unsatisfying safety property.
The capacity and safety limitations in current Li-ion batteries
are considerably associated with the electrolyte. State-of-the-art
Li-ion electrolytes have a general formula of 1 M (mol L−1)
solution of LiPF6 salt dissolved in a mixed solvent of cyclic
ethylene carbonate (EC) and linear carbonate esters. The
LiPF6 salt is chemically and thermally unstable, and the
carbonate solvents are highly flammable, which strongly
dictates a limited working voltage, a narrow operating
temperature, and a high safety risk for the battery performance.
Therefore, alternative electrolytes must be developed to
replace these conventional electrolytes in the pursuit of high-
energy-density and high-safety batteries.1,2

Recently, salt-concentrated electrolytes have received great
attention because of their superior properties beyond those of
conventional dilute electrolytes.3−5 By simply increasing the
salt concentration above a threshold (usually 3−5 M), all the
solvent molecules and anions coordinate to Li+, resulting in a
new solution structure with negligible free-state solvent
molecules that is completely different from conventional dilute
solutions wherein free-state solvent molecules take up the
majority.6−11 This remarkable change of solution structure
unique to the salt-concentrated electrolytes alters not only the

physicochemical properties but also the intrinsic electronic
structure, contributing to a new design principle toward
various LiPF6-free and EC-free electrolytes with advanced
properties for next-generation batteries, such as low flamma-
bility,11−13 wide electrochemical window,11,14,15 and suppres-
sion of dendrite formation and shuttle reactions.16−19

However, concentrated electrolytes suffer from high viscosity
and high cost (salts are several times more expensive than
solvents), which impede their practical applications.3−5

A promising solution to this issue is the introduction of an
appropriate diluent to form a so-called localized high-
concentration electrolyte (LHCE), in which the diluent is
miscible with the parent concentrated electrolyte but does not
coordinate to Li+, such that the localized solution structure of
the parent electrolyte is preserved. Enabled by the unique
solution structure, LHCEs inherit advanced properties of
concentrated electrolytes while exhibiting reduced viscosity
and cost, as evidenced by extensive attempts to make sulfur
cathode,20−22 lithium metal anode,23−26 and high-voltage
lithium-ion batteries.27−30 Despite the remarkable progress,
almost all the diluents reported are hydrofluoroethers that are
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even more expensive than the salt. Thereby, it is urgent to
develop cheap diluents to reduce the cost of LHCEs.

However, finding an appropriate diluent to realize LHCEs
relies mainly on the trial-and-error approach. In the research

field of electrolytes, the dielectric constant (ε) is widely
regarded as an important parameter for solvents to regulate
electrostatic interactions between solution components (e.g.,
ion−solvent, cation−anion, and solvent−solvent), thus dictat-

Table 1. Information about the Studied Organic Solvents: DN Values,a Dielectric Constants (ε), and Dipole Moments (μ)

aDN values in this work are from ref 47.
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ing the coordination environment of ions and the dissolution
of salts.1,31−33 Taking the state-of-the-art Li-ion electrolyte as
an example, high-ε EC is selected for multiple reasons:
enhancing Li+-EC coordination, increasing the LiPF6 solubility
in the electrolyte, promoting the dissociation of solvated Li+,
and enabling the formation of a protective film on the graphite
anode.1 According to this understanding, it is generally
believed that a diluent should have a low ε, such that it
cannot compete with primary solvent molecules to coordinate
to Li+.23,28,34−37 This assumption looks valid at first sight
because the most studied diluents, hydrofluoroethers, have a
lower ε compared to many primary solvents (<6 vs 7−90).
Additionally, some studies claimed that a diluent should have a
lower polarity and/or donor ability.37−41 However, nearly all
previous studies involved only a small number of samples
(<10), leaving lots of counterexamples unexplored. As we will

discuss in this work, many solvents with ε, polarity (gauged by
dipole moment, μ), and donor ability (gauged by donor
number, DN) lower than those of the primary solvents
participate considerably in the coordination to Li+, strongly
deviating from those assumptions. More recently, solvating
power was proposed as a measure to evaluate the relative
coordination ability of solvents. The determination of a
solvent’s solvating power was reported through either NMR
measurements42 or simulations.43 However, the former relies
on two internal references, with the reference−solvent
interaction being ignored,42 while the latter lacks standard
protocol.43−45 So far, the number of reported solvating power
values is rather limited (<20), and they cannot be compared
cross different literature sources (see Table S1). Besides, the
Kamlet−Taft Lewis basicity was used to correlate with the
solvation structures of LHCEs based on 14 samples.46

Figure 1. Representative demonstration of the preparation and characterization of LHCEs. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental
procedures for electrolyte preparation and characterization. (b) Quantitative analysis of Raman spectra of a LiFSI-MP system with different
salt concentrations and secondary solvents. It shows that the diluted solution of LiFSI-2MP-8DCB has a coordination structure similar to
that of the parent concentrated solution of LiFSI-2MP, evidencing that the former is a LHCE and DCB is an eligible diluent, while the
diluted solution of LiFSI-2MP-8THF has a coordination structure similar to that of the dilute solution of LiFSI-10MP, evidencing that THF
is not a diluent but rather a co-solvent. (c, d) Quantitative analysis of the relative distances of Li+-Solv.I and Li+-Solv.II based on 1H−7Li 2D
HOESY NMR spectra of LiFSI-2MP-8DCB (c) and LiFSI-2MP-8THF (d). It indicates that DCB stays far away from Li+ and acts as a diluent,
while THF stays close to Li+ and acts as a co-solvent, consistent with the Raman results.
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However, the studied samples contained 40−50% free-state
anions, which are not real LHCEs but rather conventional
dilute solutions. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to
build up a reliable and convenient design principle for LHCEs.

In this work, we applied Raman and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectrometers to characterize the solution
structures of over 500 electrolyte samples that had been diluted
by 36 organics with different values of ε, μ, and DN. We
specifically focus on the parameters ε, μ, and DN because they
are most discussed and their values for many solvents are
readily accessible from established databases. We found that
the localized solution structure of the electrolyte does not
show a meaningful correlation with ε and μ of the solvents but
strongly correlates with a critical DN threshold. Specifically, an
eligible diluent must have a DN ≤ 10, independent of the type
of salt anions and primary solvents. Our finding identifies the
key factor determining the localized solution structure, which
serves as a principle for fast screening of diluents for salt-
concentrated electrolytes, thus contributing to the develop-
ment of low-cost and high-performance LHCEs.

Preparation and Characterization of LHCEs. Lithium
bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) was selected as the salt in this
study because it has a decent solubility in both polar and
nonpolar solvents and is widely used for salt-concentrated
electrolytes in the literature.4 A total of 36 organic solvents,
including ethers, esters, nitriles, alcohols, aromatics, and
alkanes, were used as primary solvents (termed as Solv.I) or
diluent candidates (secondary solvents, termed as Solv.II) for
electrolytes preparation (see Table S2 for product informa-
tion); they have a wide range of ε (1−90), μ (0−5), and DN
(0−30)47 (shown in Table 1). Among them, 9 organics were
selected as primary solvents (marked in blue in Table 1)
because they can dissolve LiFSI in a high content to form
concentrated electrolytes. Then, the concentrated electrolytes
were mixed with 36 secondary solvents one by one to form
diluted solutions with a LiFSI:Solv.I:Solv.II molar ratio of 1:2:8
(close to 1 M). After that, the chemical coordination
environments of the primary solvent and FSI− anion in the
diluted solutions were examined by Raman and/or NMR
measurements. If the solution structural features of a diluted
solution highly resemble those of the parent concentrated
solution, we conclude that the diluted solution is a LHCE in
which the introduced secondary solvent presents in the free
state and is regarded as an eligible diluent. Otherwise, the
introduced secondary solvent acts as a co-solvent that
coordinates to Li+ like the primary solvent, breaking the
solution structure of the parent concentrated solution (see
Figure 1a for the experimental procedure). To demonstrate
this method clearly, we take the LiFSI-methyl propanoate
(MP) system as an example and show the structural analysis
process.

As shown in the Raman spectra of LiFSI-MP solutions
(Figure 1b), free-state MP molecules exhibit a C−O−C
stretching vibration band centered at 850 cm−1 that shifts to
870 cm−1 when MP participates in Li+ coordination.
Simultaneously, the peak center of the vibration band of the
S−N−S group of FSI− shifts from 730 to 745 cm−1, evidencing
an enhanced interaction between FSI− and Li+ due to the fact
that more FSI− anions coordinate to Li+ upon increasing the
salt concentration. Therefore, four states of the MP molecule
and FSI− anion can be recognized by their Raman character�
“Free MP” (850 cm−1), “Coord. MP” (870 cm−1), “Free FSI− ”
(730 cm−1), and “Coord. FSI− ” (745 cm−1)�and the

corresponding contents of these four states can be easily
evaluated by deconvoluting the Raman peaks (see Figure 1b).

In the same manner, we can quantitatively evaluate the
solution structure for a diluted solution. Following the
procedure shown in Figure 1a, we diluted the LiFSI-2MP
solution with 36 organic solvents and measured their Raman
spectra (see Figure S1). The results are summarized in Table
S3 and can be categorized into two types: one type shows
almost no shift in the Raman bands of both MP and FSI− after
introduction of a secondary solvent, i.e., the contents of both
Coord. MP and FSI− remain more than 75%, e.g., diluting with
DCB in Figure 1b; the other type shows a significant shift in
the Raman bands of both MP and FSI− and the reduction of
the contents of both Coord. MP and FSI−, e.g., diluting the
LiFSI-2MP solution with 8 equiv of THF results in 75% of MP
and 85% of FSI− changing from the coordinated state to the
free state. Thereby, THF is a co-solvent for the LiFSI-2MP
solution, while DCB is an eligible diluent.

Apart from Raman measurements, 1H−7Li 2D heteronuclear
Overhauser effect spectroscopy (2D HOESY) was also
employed to identify the local coordination environment of a
solution. A strong 1H−7Li cross peak represents a close
distance between H and Li, and vice versa.48 As shown in
Figure 1c, a strong 1H (MP)−7Li cross peak and a weak 1H
(DCB)−7Li cross peak can be found for the diluted solution of
LiFSI-2MP-8DCB, indicating that the DCB molecule stays
farther away from Li+ as compared to the MP. In contrast, for
the diluted solution of LiFSI-2MP-8THF, both cross peaks of
1H (MP)−7Li and 1H (THF)−7Li are equally strong,
indicating both the MP and THF molecules stay close to
Li+. The quantitative analysis of the 2D HOESY spectra can be
found in Table S4. The above results suggest the DCB is a
diluent and the THF is a co-solvent, consistent with the Raman
results. For some samples, when the introduced secondary
solvents have Raman bands overlapping with the anion or the
primary solvent, it is difficult to evaluate the solution structure
by deconvoluting the Raman spectra. In those cases, 1H−7Li
2D HOESY spectra become the main measurement to identify
a diluent.

To check if as-prepared diluted concentrated electrolytes
inherit advanced physicochemical and electrochemical proper-
ties from the concentrated electrolyte, we carried out
compatibility tests of lithium metal and graphite electrode
with the electrolytes of LiFSI-10MP, LiFSI-2MP, LiFSI-2MP-
8THF, and LiFSI-2MP-8DCB (Figure S2). As expected, the
electrolyte of LiFSI-2MP-8THF, in which the local coordina-
tion structures of Li+ are similar to those in LiFSI-10MP,
cannot stay stable with lithium metal and graphite electrode,
confirming it behaves like a conventional diluent electrolyte. In
contrast, the electrolyte of LiFSI-2MP-8DCB, which possesses
a solution structure similar to that of the parent concentrated
electrolyte of LiFSI-2MP, shows high compatibility with both
lithium metal and graphite electrode, demonstrating that it
does inherit the advanced properties of the concentrated
electrolyte. Clearly, the above results prove that the localized
solution structure of the electrolyte is critical for its
physicochemical and electrochemical properties, and it is
promising to develop cheap and high-performance LHCEs
using conventionally cheap solvents as diluents. Therefore, it is
urgent to find out the rule for screening appropriate diluents
for LHCEs.

Solution Structure Dependence: ε vs μ vs DN. In
previous reports, the solvation structure of lithium electrolyte
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was usually associated with the dielectric constant of the
solvent. This could be traced back to the studies on the
classical electrolyte of 1 M LiPF6-EC-DMC, in which the two
solvents, EC and DMC, have a large difference in ε (90.8 vs
3.0) but comparable DN values (16.4 vs 15.2). It is well known
that the EC component contributes to a key solid-state
electrolyte interphase that is essential for the reversible Li-
intercalation/deintercalation of the graphite anode. This EC-
derived interphase chemistry is usually associated with EC-Li+

solvation; the high ε of EC is regarded as the key factor
responsible for such a coordination preference for EC over
DMC to Li+.49,50 Accordingly, it is generally believed that the
dielectric constant of the solvent has a great influence on the
solvation structure as well as properties of a solution.

To find out the key factor for preparing a LHCE, we first
studied the influence of dielectric constant on the solution
structure of a diluted system of LiFSI-2MP-8[Solv.II]. The
contents of coordinated MP and FSI− in the diluted solutions

Figure 2. Correlation of coordinated species in the LiFSI-2MP-8[Solv.II] system with dielectric constant (ε) or dipole moment (μ) or DN of
secondary solvents. (a, b) Content of coordinated MP molecules and FSI− anions in the diluted solutions varying with ε of the introduced
secondary solvents, respectively. (c, d) Content of coordinated MP molecules and FSI− anions in the diluted solutions varying with μ of the
introduced secondary solvents, respectively. (e, f) Content of coordinated MP molecules and FSI− anions in the diluted solutions varying
with DN of the introduced secondary solvents, respectively. No clear correlation can be found between the coordinated structure and ε or μ
of the introduced secondary solvents. By contrast, a clear correlation can be observed between the coordinated structure and DN of the
introduced secondary solvents. For some diluted solutions, because the introduced secondary solvents have Raman bands overlapping with
either those of MP or FSI−, the corresponding contents of coordinated MP or FSI− are difficult to evaluate and thus are not shown.
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vs ε of Solv.II are plotted in Figure 2a and b, respectively.
Surprisingly, we found that neither the content of coordinated
MP nor that of FSI− shows a significant correlation with εSolv.II.
For secondary solvents with ε < 6.1 (MP), some diluted
solutions have a high content of coordinated MP and FSI−

(>70%), i.e., CTC (ε = 2.4) and PhM (ε = 4.4), while some
samples show a low content of them (<40%), i.e., DOA (ε =
2.2) and DEC (ε = 2.8). Additionally, the high content of
coordinated FSI− remains over 90% even after introducing a
high-ε secondary solvent such as NB (ε = 34.7), contradicting
the common belief that a high-ε solvent can strongly
coordinate to Li+ and dissociate the lithium salts. Therefore,
the dielectric constant of solvents, though being a widely used
descriptor for electrolyte design, does not serve as a useful
screening criterion for diluents of LHCEs.

Similarly, μ of Solv.II does not show a meaningful
correlation with the solution structure of the diluted solutions
either (see Figure 2c,d), whereas DN of Solv.II shows a strong
correlation with the solution structure of the diluted solutions.

From Figure 2e,f, a clear boundary separating diluents and co-
solvents (referred to as the “diluent boundary” hereinafter) can
be observed in the LiFSI-2MP-8[Solv.II] system: for secondary
solvents with DN ≤ 9 (PhM), the contents of coordinated MP
and FSI− remain >70% of those in the parent LiFSI-2MP
concentrated solution after diluting, indicating that these
secondary solvents are eligible diluents, whereas for DN ≥ 13
(BN), the contents of coordinated MP and FSI− sharply
decrease to <40%, indicating that these secondary solvents act
as co-solvents and the solution after dilution becomes a
conventional dilute solution without a LHCE structural
feature. It is noteworthy that the secondary solvents studied
in this work include ethers, esters, nitriles, alcohols, aromatics,
and alkanes, suggesting that the above finding is insensitive to
the functional groups of organic solvents. Thereby, the
coordination structure of the diluted solution is associated
with the DN of the secondary solvents rather than ε and μ.

General Rule for Screening Diluent for LHCEs. The
above results were obtained based on the system of LiFSI-

Figure 3. Coordination structures of the diluted concentrated electrolytes dependent on primary and secondary solvents as well as lithium
salts. (a) Coordination structures of the LiFSI-2[Solv.I]-8[Solv.II] system dependent on primary and secondary solvents. (b) Coordination
structures of the [LiX]-2MP-8[Solv.II] system dependent on lithium salts. In some cases, the introduction of secondary solvent leads to the
solution’s stratification. The numbers shown in the chart are the measured equivalent molar ratios of secondary solvents dissolved in the
parent concentrated solution. A chart number less than 8 means that stratification occurs in the solution. A diluted solution with a too low
content of secondary solvent (<0.5) is regarded as an immiscible solution (marked in white); that with a localized concentrated structure is
marked in blue; the others are conventional dilute solutions (marked in olive green). For all the studied diluted solutions, the localized
concentrated structure of the parent concentrated solution can be preserved only if the DN of the introduced secondary solvent is less than
10. This rule is valid for all 504 diluted samples of [LiX]-2[Solv.I]-8[Solv.II], indicating it is independent of primary and secondary solvents
and anions.
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2MP-8[Solv.II] that used MP as the primary solvent. In a
diluted concentrated electrolyte, the primary solvent molecule,
the secondary solvent molecule, and the anion all can possibly
participate in the coordination to Li+. Therefore, we further
investigated the impacts of the primary solvent and the salt
anion on the solution structures.

To study the effects of different primary solvents on the
diluent boundary, eight other solvents with DN values over
14−30 were selected as the primary solvent for the diluted
systems of LiFSI-2[Solv.I]-8[Solv.II]. The solvents with DN <
11 were not used as the primary solvent because they cannot
dissolve the LiFSI salt at all (see Table 1). For all the nine
concentrated solutions of LiFSI-2[Solv.I] (including LiFSI-
2MP), the introduction of Solv.II led to either homogeneous
solutions (miscible) or stratification (partially miscible or non-
miscible). Figure 3a summarizes the results of all the 324
diluted samples. The values shown in the chart in Figure 3 are
the actual equivalent molar ratios of Solv.II dissolved in the
parent LiFSI-2[Solv.I] solutions. For a value of <0.5 (too low
solubility), the sample is regarded as an immiscible solution
and does not undergo any further study. Otherwise, the sample
undergoes Raman and/or NMR measurements for solution
structure characterizations (Figures S3−S10). One might
expect a secondary solvent with a DN value smaller than
that of the primary solvent would be a diluent, thus leading to a

varied diluent boundary determined by the primary solvent.
Surprisingly, Figure 3a shows that all the nine systems of
LiFSI-2[Solv.I]-8[Solv.II] have the same diluent boundary: the
diluted samples keep LHCE structures when DN ≤ 10 but
become conventional dilute solutions when DN > 13.

We then studied the effects of salt anions on the diluent
boundary. Five lithium salts (LiX) with different dissociation
abilities, including LiFSI, lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6),
lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4), bis(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI), and lithium triflate (LiOTf), were
selected for a comparison study. Using MP as the primary
solvent and the 36 secondary solvents mentioned above, we
prepared 180 diluted solutions of LiX-2MP-8[Solv.II] and
analyzed their coordination structures (Figures S11−S14). The
results are summarized in Figure 3b. Clearly, it shows that
regardless the anion type, the diluent boundary is fixed at DN
≈ 10. From these results, we generalize three features
regarding the diluent boundary: I) it has a DN value smaller
than that of the primary solvent; II) it is fixed at DN ≈ 10,
independent of the types of primary solvents investigated here;
III) it is insensitive to the anions of the Li salts. Hence,
supported by thorough investigations involving over 500
samples, we identified a simple and general rule for screening a
diluent for LHCEs: an eligible diluent must have a DN with a
value no more than 10, independent of the types of organic

Figure 4. Quantum mechanical explanation of DN-based LHCE design principle. (a) Comparison of radial distribution functions (RDFs) of
Li-Solv.II pairs and typical local coordination environment of Li+ in LiTFSI-2MP-2PhH and LiTFSI-2MP-2THF electrolytes from ab initio
molecular dynamics. The calculation is performed in VASP using the PBE functional with periodic boundary conditions. (b) Linear scaling
relationship between coordination energy ΔE of Solv.II with Li and DN values. The computation is carried out using the B3LYP functional
with non-periodic boundary conditions. (c) Schematic illustration of the change in free energy for the transition from LHCE to CDE. DNc
represents the critical DN value (∼10).
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solvents or salt anions. Moreover, we plot the contents of
coordinated species with respect to the DN of the secondary
solvents based on the BF3 scale and obtain nearly identical
trends (Figure S15), confirming the robustness of our DN-
based design principle.

Mechanistic Understanding of DN-Based Design
Principle. To understand the origin of the diluent boundary,
we explored the solution structures of a few representative
electrolytes via ab initio molecular dynamic simulations
(AIMD, see computational details in the Supporting
Information). Here we focus on LiFSI-2MP-2THF and
LiFSI-2MP-2PhH, as the DN of THF (28) is significantly
different from that of PhH (0.1) while they have comparable
dielectric constants (εTHF = 8 and εPhH = 2.3). The AIMD
snapshots of typical local environments of Li+ in these two
electrolytes reveal that all low-DN PhH molecules remain as
free-state solvents, whereas nearly all high-DN THF molecules
participate in the coordination to Li+. This is further confirmed
by the calculated radial distribution functions (RDFs) for the
pairs of Li+ and secondary solvent molecules. As shown in
Figure 4a, the RDF of Li+-THF has a pronounced peak at 2 Å,
an indicator of strong interactions. In contrast, the RDFs of
Li+-PhH are largely featureless, suggesting that PhH molecules
distribute homogeneously in solution. We carried out addi-

tional modeling using Li salts of different anions (e.g., TFSI−,
BF4

−, and OTf−), and the obtained RDFs (see Figure S16) all
showed that the low-DN PhH is a diluent and the high-DN
THF is a co-solvent regardless of the anion type, in agreement
with experimental observations.

The solution structures revealed from AIMD hint that the
DN value of Solv.II could be correlated with their coordination
strength to Li+. Based on the local environments of Li+
identified from AIMD, we propose to use the interaction
energy, defined as ΔE = 1/2{E[LiX···2Solv.II] − E[LiX] −
2E[Solv.II], to gauge the coordination ability of Solv.II, where
E[LiX···2Solv.II] is the energy of a molecular complex
consisting of a Li+, an anion (X = FSI− and TFSI−), and two
coordinated Solv.II molecules (see inset in Figure 4b), E[LiX]
is the energy of an isolated anion−cation pair, and E[Solv.II] is
the energy of an isolated Solv.II molecule. As shown in Figure
4b, ΔE is almost linearly dependent on DN, supporting that
DN is a good descriptor of the coordination ability. Moreover,
for the same Solv.II molecule, the values of ΔE are insensitive
to the types of anions (FSI− and TFSI−). Such anion
independence of ΔE can be understood as follows. The Li+−
anion interaction is mostly of electrostatic (ionic) nature, such
that the anion completely takes the 2s electron from the Li. In
contrast, the interaction between Li+ and a solvent molecule is

Figure 5. Comparison between the mFT and TTE diluents and their corresponding LHCEs. (a) Comparison of various physical properties
between the mFT and TTE diluents. (b) Comparison of physical and electrochemical properties among the LHCEs of LiFSI-1.1G3-2mFT
and LiFSI-1.1G3-2TTE and a commercial electrolyte of 1.0 M LiPF6-EC-DMC (1:1 by vol). (c, d) Comparison of charge−discharge cycling
of the LiFePO4|Li full cells (N/P = 2, 2 mAh cm−2) using the LHCEs of LiFSI-1.1G3-2mFT and LiFSI-1.1G3-2TTE at −40 and 100 °C. The
insets show the CEs dependent on cycle number. A 1C rate corresponds to 170 mA g−1 on the weight basis of the LiFePO4 active material.
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a typical donor−acceptor coordination involving the lone pair
of electrons from the solvent (e.g., O) and the empty 2s orbital
of Li+. As Li+ has a highly concentrated charge, the energy of
the 2s orbital is dictated by the Li+ core (nucleus plus 1s
electrons) but less impacted by nearby anions, likely leading to
an anion-independent Li+−solvent interaction. We also
computed the differential charge densities of LiFSI-2THF
and LiTFSI-2THF molecular complexes (Figure 4b inset),
evidencing charge accumulations between Li+ and solvent
molecules and the electron-sharing nature of the coordination.
Notably, the two molecular complexes exhibit nearly identical
differential charge density isosurfaces of the same value.
Altogether, quantum mechanical calculations confirm that DN
serves as a reliable and general measurement of the
coordination ability of solvents to Li+ that is universal for
various Li salts. The free energies of localized concentrated
solutions and conventional dilute solutions, dependent on the
DN of the secondary solvent, are proposed in Figure 4c. Given
that the entropy change must occur during solvent mixing, the
robust DN-based design principle may seem surprising, as DN
is a descriptor of enthalpy change. Because the entropy of a
solution is often dominated by the configurational contribu-
tion, it is reasonable to argue that the entropy change for a
transition from LHCE to conventional dilute electrolyte
(CDE) is positive and likely insensitive to the molecular
details of solvents. We suggest that, for a given Solv.II, the free
energy change for a transition from LHCE to CDE can be
related to the difference between the DNSolv.II and a critical DN
value (DNc, see detailed derivations in the Supporting
Information), and the magnitude of DNc is correlated with
the entropy change. Nevertheless, due to the highly complex
nature of the electrolytes, we believe that continued
experimental and theoretical efforts are necessary for a full
understanding of the DN-based design principle.

On the other hand, the failure of the ε-based design
principle for LHCEs can be understood from the localized
solution structure. The interaction between two charged ions
separated by a distance r is described by Coulomb’s law, F =
z1z2e2/4πε0εr2, where z1 and z2 are the charges of the ions,
respectively, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and ε is the
dielectric constant of the medium relative to vacuum.
Apparently, in a dilute homogeneous solution with a high-ε
solvent, ions would have a high probability of staying free at a
given salt concentration and ion association would be less
likely to occur due to the weaker Coulomb interactions.
However, such a dielectric continuum solvation model is not
applicable to salt-concentrated electrolytes, in which Li+
cations, anions, and solvent molecules are strongly bounded
locally at the molecular level. It is the local interactions
between salt ions and solvents that dictate the local solution
structure, whereas the solvent can no longer be considered as a
dielectric continuum. Similarly, the polarity of a solvent mainly
scales with the strength of long-range dipole−dipole
interactions between molecules. However, the electrostatic
interaction is only one component of solvent−solute
interactions, because there could exist short-range interactions
due to charge transfer which are particularly important in
LHCEs. As the DN value is directly derived from the enthalpy
measurement that accounts for different types of solvent−
solute interactions, we believe DN is a good descriptor of the
solvent coordination strength to Li+ and is a more relevant
solvent parameter to realize LHCEs.

A Low-Cost Diluent and Its Application in Li
Batteries. Following the DN screening rule, it is easy to
prepare LHCEs using a diluent solvent with DN < 10. As
shown in Table 1, this kind of diluent solvent belongs mainly
to aromatic or halogenated compounds. Among them, the
fluorinated aromatic compounds could be good diluents owing
to their wide electrochemical stability window, which is desired
for a Li battery. Along this line, we selected m-fluorotoluene
(mFT) as the diluent for LHCE based on its low cost, wide
temperature window, and light weight (see Figure S17). As
shown in Figure 5a and Table S5, compared with the widely
studied diluent of 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl 2,2,3,3-tetrafluor-
opropyl ether (TTE), the cost, viscosity, and density of mFT
are dramatically reduced by 88%, 60%, and 35%, respectively;
meanwhile, the melting and boiling points are significantly
extended to −111 and 116 °C, respectively. These features
make the mFT-based LHCE (e.g., LiFSI-1.1G3-2mFT)
considerably superior to the TTE-based one (e.g., LiFSI-
1.1G3-2TTE) in various aspects of cost ($26.0 vs $79.9 kg−1),
wettability (5.180 vs 9.181 mPa·s), conductivity (8.30 vs 6.11
mS cm−1), and density (1.17 vs 1.43 g cm−3) (see Figure 5b
and Table S6). Besides those properties, the LiFSI-1.1G3-
2mFT electrolyte has a wide electrochemical window of ∼5 V,
comparable with that of the LiFSI-1.1G3-2TTE electrolyte
(Figure S18), which enables a high-voltage operation of the
NCM811 and LiCoO2 electrodes to 4.6 V and achieves a high
capacity of ∼220 mAh g−1 (Figures S19 and S20). Moreover,
the LiFSI-1.1G3-2mFT electrolyte demonstrates a profound
advantage in wide-temperature applications: it enables a stable
charge/discharge cycling of LiFePO4|Li full cell (N/P = 2; 2.2
mAh cm−2) with an ultra-high Coulombic efficiency (CE) of
99.9% in an extremely wide temperature range from −40 to
100 °C, far exceeding to the LiFSI-1.1G3-2TTE electrolyte,
whose CE falls to 98% in 10 cycles under such harsh
conditions (see Figure 5c,d and Figure S21). This
unprecedented wide-temperature performance could facilitate
the development of an advanced high-energy-density battery
system without using the bulky and heavy battery thermal
management system (BTMS-free system).51 Finally, when
comparing with the commercial electrolyte, the LiFSI-1.1G3-
2mFT electrolyte also shows pronounced advantages besides
the electrochemical performance (see Figure 5b). As the price
of LiFSI salt is becoming close to that of LiPF6, the cost of the
mFT-based LHCEs could compete with the commercial
electrolytes. Moreover, the density of the LiFSI-1.1G3-2mFT
electrolyte (1.169 g cm−3) is decreased by ∼12% as compared
to commercial 1 M LiPF6-EC-DMC (1:1 by vol) (1.324 g
cm−3), which can contribute to an extra increase of battery
energy density by 1−6%, given that the weight percentage of
electrolyte in the whole battery is 10−50 wt%. Therefore, our
developed LHCE shows a great promise for practical
applications.

In summary, structural studies on hundreds of electrolytes
reveal that the dielectric constant or polarity of a solvent is not
a useful parameter to design LHCEs that possess nanoscale
inhomogeneity. Instead, the DN, serving as a robust descriptor
for the design of LHCEs, can be used to screen dilutents: to
achieve LHCE structure, the primary solvent must have DN >
10 and the diluent must have DN ≤ 10. The diluent boundary
is fixed at DN ≈ 10, independent of the type of primary
solvents and salt anions. First-principles density functional
theory calculations confirmed that the Li−solvent interaction
strength scales almost linearly with the DN value of the
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solvent, while being insensitive to the anion type of the Li salts.
Based on this simple rule, one can readily prepare electrolytes
with the key feature of localized high-concentration solution
structure that endows peculiar anion-derived electrode/
electrolyte interphases, enlarging the space to explore high-
performance electrolytes for next-generation batteries. In this
work, a cheap mFT solvent was successfully selected as the
diluent to form the mFT-based LHCE (LiFSI-1.1G3-2mFT).
This low-cost LHCE enables not only a high-voltage operation
of the NCM811 and LiCoO2 electrodes to 4.6 V (∼220 mAh
g−1) but also an extremely wide-temperature operation of the
LiFePO4|Li full cell (N/P = 2, 2 mAh cm−2, CE 99.9% from
−40 to 100 °C), far exceeding the LiFSI-1.1G3-2TTE
electrolyte. Therefore, our findings show significant impor-
tance for both fundamental understanding and practical
applications.
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